CLICK MINIMIZER CHEAT SHEET
Getting traffic to your sites is the most important thing to build your business
online.
But many sites need you to click endlessly for credits to get your ads seen. But
this quick cheat sheet, has a list of sites that you can get your ads displayed
with minimal clicking.

Page Rank Cafe (Added 20th October 2016)
By clicking other advertisers links, you are then allowed to post your links or
banners to the site. The best option here is to post 3 banners that are shown
for a whole day with unlimited impressions.
The best results come from using the bigger sized banners (eg. 728x90 &
160x600). These banners are then shown on the main page and also when
people post their own links to the site. If you need a site to create free
banners, then see Fugly Banners further down in this report.

List Surfing (Added 20th October 2016)
Just surf 50 pages each month to be active and get UNLIMITED rotation of your
site in the surf area without using any of your credits. Use your earned credits
to receive additional exposure by sending an email ad, or exchanging for text
or banner ads.

Traffic Marketplace
By surfing just 100 sites a week, you are entitled to a share of the credit pool
bonus. Currently I am getting 200-300 credits free just for surfing 100 sites.
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Fun Guppy
Allows you to use three free ad submitters to post your ads on 10,000+ sites,
no sign-up required. If you join the site, then you get a self-replicating HYPER
VIRAL VIDEO website - with YOUR AD - for FREE!
What you get:
Your ad as the 1st of the FREE member ads (top right of site)
Thousands of HYPER VIRAL videos spreading FAST with your ad
THREE powerful link and ad submitters to 10000+ websites
Self-replication spreads your ad to 111,111 websites
100% Free VIRAL TRAFFIC generator

Leads Leap
Allows you to post up to 3 free ads, which are shown across a huge network of
other sites. If you click a minimum of 10 ads per day, then you are entitled to
earn in the profit share for that day.
The power of the system comes in when you refer people to the site, as you
earn a percentage of their traffic 10 levels deep. So if you refer a few people
and they do the same, then you can have 100's in your downline earning you
daily traffic for free.

LootClick
This site is entirely free with no upgrades at all. You earn credits by clicking
up to a maximum of 5 emails a day. With these credits you can then purchase
on site banner and text ads, a 100 click solo ad rotator slot, or even a full
stand-alone solo to the entire membership.
What is really powerful about this site, is that you also earn a percentage of
your downlines clicks for 15 levels. So by referring just a few people, means
you can be earning passive traffic from 100's of people in your downline.
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Fugly Banners
This site allows you to create unlimited unique banners for any program or
website. What's really cool is, when you have designed your banner and add a
link URL to it, your banner is then shown on the main page and referral pages
for free with unlimited impressions.

Viral Ad Co-op Network
This site allows you to add two 468x60 banners, two 125x125 banners and two
text ads for free. These ads are then rotated on the main referral pages of all
free members, with unlimited impressions. You can also add two traffic
exchange sites, and can earn surf credits for just logging in.

1 TAE
Allows you to add up to 2 free text ads that are shown on over 500+ sites. You
can earn and win credits by surfing other people sites.
Hint: If you are a member of Hotspot Mailer, then you can quickly earn 1000's
of credits by clicking emails, and then transfer them to your 1TAE account.

Million Leads For Free
Just by clicking 10 emails a day, you can send your ad out to a minimum of
5000 leads. To get the best from this site, read my article “How To Build Your
List With Million Leads For Free”.
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